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The Amur River has the biggest drainage area among the Pacific rivers and flows on 
the border of nature zones. These river specifics together with a number of natural and 
anthropogenic factors determine unstable water runoff regime, river-bed process intensity, 
temperature and ice regimes peculiarities. That is why water and terrain Amur ecosystems are 
highly dynamic and weakly withstanding external (including anthropogenic) impacts. 
Intensive economic activities in the Amur Basin in the last 50・60years sharpened many 
ecological problems. 
The proportion of river flow between the sub-channels is mostly unstable within the 
flat areas, characterized with a wide floodplain and main river-s仕eamdivision into numerous 
sub-channels. Even moderate economic activities in these areas cause the disturbance of the 
existing balance and redistribution of water flow between the channels にhalov,Puleva, 2001 ; 
Chalov, 2001). 
In is known that rivers near big cities suffer different impacts of water-related needs 
and activities. Different hydraulic constructions (embankments, dams, water reservoirs, etc.), 
river-bed straightening and deepening, material extraction企omthe river bottom for 
construction purposes significantly effect riverbed process dynamics. Besides, most 
anthropogenic impacts on the river take place near the cities and big towns as they pollute the 
river with industrial and sewage waters. 
The Amur passage under our studies is situated within the Middle-Amur Plain, which 
stretches north-west for 650 km (between the Khingansky and Komsomolsko・Kiselevsky
na汀owings). Its maximal width is 200 km and total area is 92.3 thousand km2. The Amur 
floodplain, up to 30 km wide, is in the center of the plain. The rest of the plain is covered with 
flat depressions of ancient lakes, plane patches of river accumulation and alluvial cones of big 
river合ifts(U ssuri, Am日， Gur,Tunguska, etc.), inclined towards the river. The plain is 
spotted with separate high mountain massifs up to 950 m above the sea level, hilly uplifts 
with gentle slopes (near Pereyaslovka village, along the Amur企omKnyaze-Volkonskoe vil-
lage to Sarapulskoe village) and single hil outliers. Most of the plain surface is swamped 
(Encyclopedia ., 1995). 
The Amur Valley企omKhabarovsk to Komsomolsk-on-Amur is characterized with 
interchange of river narrowings and floodplain expansions, where the main river stream is 
split into numerous sub-channels of different configuration and size (Kim, Makhinov, 1991; 
Chalov, 2001). These peculiarities determine water regime specifics at different stages, such 
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